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Observing Site Reminders:
Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans!
Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS):
• Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy)
• Turn out your headlights at the gate!
• Sign the logbook (in camo-painted storage shed. Inside the door on the lefthand side)
• Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to
inform them of any problems)
• Put equipment back neatly when finished
• Last person out:
 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked
 Make sure nothing is left out
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit 501(c)3
scientific educational organization, and incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may
be copied and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into
any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled

Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.
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Tandy Hills Prairie Sky/Star Party: Astronomy—Community Engagement
After many years at the Fort Worth Museum of Science & History, the
well-attended, monthly public star parties presented by the Fort Worth
Astronomical Society (FWAS) have moved to Tandy Hills Natural Area.
Established in 1949, FWAS is one of the first adult amateur astronomy
clubs formed in the country and one of the largest. .

Members will have several telescopes set up at Tandy Hills for viewing
the night sky.
Free & open to the public. All ages welcome. Family/kid-friendly - No dogs Coolers welcome
More details at the NASA
view.cfm?Event_ID=76024

website:

https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/event-

Star party Etiquette: http://www.fortworthastro.com/etiquette.html
WHEN: November 13th

Check the tandy hills facebook page as well as their web page for any
announcments
http://www.tandyhills.org/events/prairie-sky-star-party
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Media Reviews
Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS
Seeing in the Dark

by Timothy Ferris

We in the Fort Worth Astronomical Society were very fortunate to have Professor Timothy Ferris give our club a fascinating talk via Zoom at September's meeting. Ferris has
written articles about astronomy for popular magazines and
documentaries for PBS. He posts lectures on YouTube. He
helped produce the Voyager record, a collection of sounds,
music and photographs stored on board the space probes
Voyager 1 and 2 that are headed toward interstellar space...
just in case any other intelligent life should discover them.
(Ferris helped write a book about this, called Murmurs of
Earth, which I reviewed in the January 2008 issue of Prime
Focus.) Today he is a professor emeritus at the University of
California, Berkeley.

Seeing in the Dark is an excellent book about astronomy, both as a hobby and as a profession. It's
not a how-to manual so much as it tries to explain
why so many people are interested in looking at
the stars. Quotes Ferris, “...The amateur turned
professional George Ellery Hale, who defined an
amateur as 'one who works because he cannot
help it.'”

the periphery of your vision.”

The author interviewed several well-known amateur astronomers: Don Parker (known for his photography of Mars), Stephen James O'Meara (an exceptionally keen-eyed observer,
he was the first to find Halley's comet visually upon its return
in the 1980s), and authors Patrick Moore and David Levy.
Ferris also talked with professionals such as Clyde Tombaugh.
“The foundations of modern astronomy were laid largely by
amateurs,” Ferris points out. Amateurs such as Grote Reber
and Robert McMath and John Dobson helped make our hobby what it is today.

I think the single most important point Ferris makes in this
book is this: Amateurs are helping to provide valuable data to
the professionals. Perhaps that is one reason why so many
amateurs are attracted to astronomy: It provides a chance to
contribute something useful without costing a tremendous
amount of money. The giant observatory telescopes are designed to look only at extremely
dim, distant objects and often must spend
hours on a single exposure. Surprisingly, the
author points out that “big telescopes often
don't obtain more than a handful of images
each night.” There are relatively few very large
telescopes, but there are thousands of smaller
scopes in the hands of amateurs around the
world. “When it comes to doing real science,
what the amateurs have to offer includes their
numbers – there are perhaps ten times as many
experienced amateurs as professional astronomers – and
their time... Discovering a nova, for example, takes an average of 500 to 600 hours observing. Hence, almost all of the
brighter novae have been discovered by amateurs.”

This is a good question to ask. “Why they do it. I have asked
many of them this question, only to find that most, like myself, simply got sensitized to stargazing at some point and
stuck with it, for reasons they find as
difficult to explain as why they marPublished by Simon & Schuster – 2002
ried their spouse rather than someISBN 0-684-86579-3
one else.”

379 pages
Ferris writes beautifully. “If you're
young and don't know where you're going, the highway is an
excellent place to be. Endlessly flying up the road – and for
some reason, late at night, two-lane blacktops always
seemed to be leading upward – peering into the headlights'
yellow ellipse, I was as alone as some future astronaut adrift
in the hard vacuum past Titan. But I never felt lonely. I was
in just the right place. The highways back then were dark,
and the stars kept you company. They'd already been banished from downtown New York, Chicago, and even St. Louis,
but out on the open road they were almost always with you,
in pinpoint sprays like bouquets of spring flowers, decorating
November 2021

A few fortunate amateur astronomers were actually granted observing
time on the Hubble Space Telescope.
Seeing in the Dark discusses their
successes and failures, both in the
scientific results and the relationships between amateurs and
professionals. It was a happy experience for some, but disappointing for others.

The advancing technologies of optics and digital photography
have changed the playing field of astronomy. During the first
half of the 20th century, astrophotography was strictly the
province of professional astronomers. That changed in the
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1980s when CCD cameras began to look at the sky with
computerized telescopes to guide them. It became easier
and cheaper for amateurs to see what the professionals had
seen. Soon amateurs began making important discoveries:
storms on Saturn, supernovas in other galaxies, even impacts on the Moon.

Technologic change also drives professional observatories.
Ferris writes, “For professionals, robotic observing has distinct advantages. Night assistants like it because it gets the
astronomers out of their hair. Instead of telling wicked stories about famed astronomers running telescopes into ladders, fracturing equipment they were trying to adjust, or
dropping eyepieces (and, in one case, a peanut-butter-andjelly sandwich) onto the primary mirror, night assistants can
relax and watch the telescope run itself – at least until they,
too, are sent packing.”

Ferris told FWAS the story (repeated from this book) about
his visit to a farm in North Carolina during a solar eclipse in
1970. The older couple who lived there were polite, but did
not want to have anything to do with an eclipse and refused
to even look at it. (Ferris damaged his eyesight slightly
while observing a solar eclipse when the first rays of direct
sunlight reached his retina without filtering when totality
ended.)

In 2007 Ferris produced a documentary based on Seeing in
the Dark that appeared on PBS. You can see it on YouTube.
Check out the author's web site at https://
www.timothyferris.com/

(Book Review—Continued from page 6)

One might wonder why amateurs continue to look at the
planets when robotic probes have transmitted thousands of
close-up photographs of them. Ferris says, “The data collected by these robotic explorers taught us more about
Mars than had been learned in all prior human history. At
the time, I thought they spelled the end of the epoch when
ground-based observers would contribute much more to
our knowledge of Mars. I was wrong about that.... Rather
than being discouraged by the close-up views provided by
the space probes, the amateurs redoubled their efforts – if
anything with fresh enthusiasm, since they now often had a
better sense of what they were looking for.” And it continues today. “The spectacle of Saturn seen through a telescope has turned more people into stargazers than any other – or such is my impression, from asking amateur and professional astronomers over the years about how they got
interested in the night sky.”

This entire book is entertaining and educational, with something good on virtually every page. Heartily recommended!
Ideal for those wishing to learn more about astronomy in
general.

The End

Here's just a sampling of what Seeing in the Dark covers: the
brightest stars and constellations... observing nebulae
through a telescope... advantages of filters... types of galaxies... star clusters... lunar observations... Mars observations... transits of Mercury... orbital resonances of planets
and satellites... how the Sun behaves and what we see on
it... how telescopes work... probes visiting Venus and
Mars... observations of comets... asteroids.... comet
hunting... craters and canyons... the giant planets and their
satellites... planetary ring systems... Jupiter's Great Red
Spot... how various amateurs have built their own telescopes and observatories.

Seeing in the Dark claims that “One study divides astronomers into five general categories and estimates that there
are in North America about 5,000 professionals, 500
'master' amateurs, 40,000 'experienced' amateurs, 10,000
novices, and 200,000 persons with at least a 'casual' interest
in astronomy.”

e
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH
Nov 01

19:18

Mercury 3.7°N of Spica

03

12:40

Mercury 1.2°S of Moon: Occn.

04

15:15

NEW MOON

04

18

Uranus at Opposition

05

06

S Taurid Meteor Shower

05

16:23

Moon at Perigee: 358845 km

05

21:38

Moon at Descending Node

06

09:29

Antares 3.9°S of Moon

07

23:21

Venus 1.1°S of Moon: Occn.

10

08:27

Saturn 4.1°N of Moon

11

06:46

FIRST QUARTER MOON

11

11:13

Jupiter 4.4°N of Moon

12

05

N Taurid Meteor Shower

17

12

Leonid Meteor Shower

19

02:58

FULL MOON

19

03:03

Partial Lunar Eclipse; mag=0.974

19

06:21

Pleiades 4.5°N of Moon

19

11:59

Moon at Ascending Node

20

20:14

Moon at Apogee: 406276 km

23

21:22

Pollux 2.5°N of Moon

27

06:28

LAST QUARTER MOON

28 23

Mercury at Superior Conjunction

Data Source: NASA SKYCAL - SKY EVENTS CALENDAR
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Cepheus

Characteristics
Cepheus is a constellation in the northern sky, named after Cepheus, a king of Aethiopia in Greek mythology.
Cepheus was one of the 48 constellations listed by the second century astronomer Ptolemy, and it remains one
of the 88 constellations in the modern times.
The constellation's brightest star is Alpha Cephei, with an apparent magnitude of 2.5. Delta Cephei is the prototype of an important class of star known as a Cepheid variable. RW Cephei, an orange hypergiant, together
with the red supergiants Mu Cephei, MY Cephei, SW Cephei, VV Cephei, and V354 Cephei are among
the largest stars known. In addition, Cepheus also has the hyperluminous quasar S5 0014+81, which hosts an
ultramassive black hole in its core, reported at 40 billion solar masses, about 10,000 times more massive than
the central black hole of the Milky Way, making this among the most massive black holes currently known.[2][3]

Deep-sky objects
NGC 188 is an open cluster that has the distinction of being the closest open cluster to the north celestial pole,
as well as one of the oldest-known open clusters.

NGC 6946 is a spiral galaxy in which ten supernovae have been observed, more than in any other galaxy.
IC 469 is another spiral galaxy, characterized by a compact nucleus, of oval shape, with perceptible side arms.
The nebula NGC 7538 is home to the largest-yet-discovered protostar.
NGC 7023 is a reflection nebula with an associated star cluster (Collinder 429); it has an overall magnitude of
7.7 and is 1,400 light-years from Earth. The nebula and cluster are located near Beta Cephei and T Cephei.[9]
S 155, also known as the Cave Nebula, is a dim and very diffuse bright nebula within a larger nebula complex
containing emission, reflection, and dark nebulosity.

The quasar 6C B0014+8120 is one of the most powerful objects in the universe, powered by a supermassive
black hole equivalent to 40 billion Suns.
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History and mythology[edit]
Cepheus was the King of Aethiopia. He was married to Cassiopeia and was
the father of Andromeda, both of whom are immortalized as modern day
constellations along with Cepheus.[4]
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Dark Sky Advocate Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Novice

Introduction
Welcome to the Dark Sky Advocate Award! This award is unlike any other. If you have wanted to do something
about a topic so important to our hobby — the loss of our dark skies due to light pollution — this is a way you
can help. Here lies a great opportunity for you, as your enter the Dark Sky Advocate Award, to make a positive,
dramatic impact on your community that will be long lasting and far reaching. Can you imagine any better way
you can influence the future?

Light pollution and light trespass are two subtle but pervasive problems that degrade our quality of life and destroy our enjoyment of the
night skies. Too many amateur astronomers have silently witnessed
the unnecessary destruction of the night, first beginning in the cities
but now spreading to the remaining rural areas. We must not choose
to ignore this problem.

Background Information
Objectives:
To become a Dark Sky Advocate, the candidate must understand the
problem of light pollution. The candidate must know its causes and
solutions. The candidate must realize how it affects our society in
general, and amateur astronomy in particular. These objectives are
achieved by the completion of various activities, some are observing
related, most are not.

e

Eligibility:
All Astronomical League members, whether they belong to a club or are individuals registered as a Member at
Large, Patron, or Lifetime, are eligible to receive the Dark Sky Advocate Award once they meet the qualifying
requirements. This award shall not be counted towards the requirements of the Master Observer Award.
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Dark Sky Advocate Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Novice

Requirements and Rules
This certification is available to members of the Astronomical League, either through their local astronomical
society or as members at large. If you are not a member and would like to become one, check with your local
astronomical society, search for a local society on the Astronomical League Website (click here), or join as a
member at large (click here).
To qualify for the award, the Dark Sky Advocate candidate must accumulate at least 75 points within both the
Personal Enlightenment and Public Enlightenment sections, giving a total of 150 or more points.
Dark Sky Advocate - Activities List:
I. Personal Enlightenment and Education
___5 points 1. Provide a copy of a local outdoor lighting ordinance. In the document, highlight where good lighting is described.
___10 points 2. Provide three photographs each of good and bad lights in your area. (A total of 6 photographs
are required.) Describe why they are good or bad.
___10 points 3. Provide three photographs illustrating either the problem of glare or the solution of glare abatement (shielding).
4. Compare the views through an eyepiece under various lighting conditions. The degraded telescope views in
a light polluted area dramatically affect our hobby in a very negative manner. Draw the same deep sky objects
using the same telescope and eyepiece under the three lighting conditions described below. Artistic excellence
is not required! Observe and draw at least one deep sky object of these five types: open cluster (preferably either M35 or M11), globular cluster (preferably either M13 or M3), planetary nebula (preferably either M27 or
M57), diffuse nebula (preferably either M16 or M42), and galaxy (preferably either M31 or M81/M82). Negative
sightings are acceptable. Objects should be 30º or higher in the sky and there should be no moon present. Be
sure to label each of your drawings with the name of the object, the date and time observed along with the observing conditions and the observing location. Include the telescope aperture and the magnification used.
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Dark Sky Advocate Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Novice

Requirements and Rules
___10 points i. From a light polluted area (such as a parking lot) with direct light striking the telescope.
Observing Location: _______________
Open Cluster Name: _______________
Globular Cluster Name: _______________
Planetary Nebula Name: _______________
Diffuse Nebula Name: _______________
Galaxy Name: ________________
Be sure to submit your properly labeled drawings, as requested above, of the five objects.
___10 points ii. From a “city” dark area (no direct light striking the immediate area around the telescope).
Observing Location: _______________
Open Cluster Name: _______________
Globular Cluster Name: _______________
Planetary Nebula Name: _______________
Diffuse Nebula Name: _______________
Galaxy Name: ________________
Be sure to submit your properly labeled drawings, as requested above, of the five objects.
___10 points iii. From a dark sky site that has a limiting magnitude dimmer than magnitude 5.0 (no light striking the immediate area around the
telescope).
Observing Location: _______________
Open Cluster Name: _______________
Globular Cluster Name: _______________
Planetary Nebula Name: _______________
Diffuse Nebula Name: _______________
Galaxy Name: ________________
Be sure to submit your properly labeled drawings, as requested above, of the five objects.
5. Estimate the limiting magnitude from both a light polluted and a dark sky observing location. Be sure that there is no Moon in the sky and be sure to label your drawings as requested below.
___10 points i. Star Count Count and draw all the stars of either Orion or Cygnus from both light polluted and dark sky locations.
Light polluted location: ________________
Constellation: ________________
Date: __________
Time: __________
Seeing conditions: __________
Be sure to include your drawing.
Dark sky location: ________________

Constellation: ________________
Date: ________________
Time: ________________
Seeing conditions: __________
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Highlight Of The Month
Dark Sky Advocate Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Novice

Requirements and Rules
___10 points ii. Time and Day Differences Select either Orion or Cygnus and do star counts at different times of night, days of the week, and times
of the year from the same observing location. Draw the stars that you see.
Observing Location:_________________________
Constellation: __________
Time: __________
Day of the week: ___________
Date: __________
Seeing conditions: __________
Be sure to include your drawing of the constellation.
Time: __________
Day of the week: __________
Date: __________
Seeing conditions: __________
Be sure to include your drawing of the constellation.
Time: __________
Day of the week: __________
Date: __________
Seeing conditions: __________

e

Be sure to include your drawing of the constellation.
Time: __________
Day of the week: __________
Date: __________
Seeing conditions: __________
Be sure to include your drawing of the constellation.
6. Demonstrate knowledge of the non-astronomical aspects of the issue.
___10 points i. Economic. Find your electric rate as expressed in cents per kilowatt-hour. Then compute your local annual electrical cost of operating unshielded dusk-to-dawn lights.
Be aware that the rate charged may vary during the year. Repeat the calculations using low wattage, shielded lights. Submit your calculations.
___5 points ii. Nature and wildlife. Submit magazine or newspaper articles that discuss environmental issues and lighting, or submit ads for wildlife friendly fixtures.
___5 points iii. Medical. Submit magazine or newspaper articles that discuss health issues and lighting.
___5 points iv. Crime. In your area, when does more crime occur: from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. or from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.? Ask your local law enforcement authorities for a breakdown on the times of day when crime occurs. Report those statistics. Please include the name of your local police or sheriff department.
Law enforcement Agency: ____________________
Crime Statistics, 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.: _______________
Crime Statistics, 7 p.m. - 7 a.m.: _______________
____ Total Points out of a maximum of 100. Remember, there must be a total of at least 75 points from this section.
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Dark Sky Advocate Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Novice

Requirements and Rules
II. Public Enlightenment and Raising Awareness
___20 points 1. Develop a presentation describing the lighting problem in your area. Include local examples, good and bad. Submit either the
presentation itself or its outline. What is your target audience?
___5 points 2. Prepare and submit a handout for the public that describes the problem and gives solutions.
___10 points 3. Draft and submit a sample (or actual) letter to government officials that describes the need for better outdoor lighting.
___10 points 4. Draft and submit a sample (or actual) letter to your local media that discusses the issue. This includes letters-to-the-editor and oped pieces to your local newspaper.
___20 points 5. Give at least three Dark Sky presentations that reach a combined total of fifty or more people.
1a. First Event name: ______________ 1b. Date: ________ 1c. No. people attending: _____
2a. Second Event name: ___________ 2b. Date: ________ 2c. No. people attending: _____
3a. Third Event name: _____________ 3b. Date: ________ 3c. No. people attending: _____
Total number of people attending (needs to be 50 or more): __________

6. Contact efforts to affect change
___10 points i. Draft and submit a minimum of three sample (or actual) letters to different businesses commending them for their good lighting.
___10 points ii. Draft and submit a minimum of three sample (or actual) letters to different concerns, either private or public, requesting that they
upgrade to shielded outdoor lighting.
___5 points 7. Dillon's Rule. Please answer the following questions:
i. Is your state a Dillon's Rule state or a Home Rule state? ________________________
ii. What is enabling legislation? _____________________________________________
iii. Who would you contact to introduce enabling legislation? ______________________
___10 points 8. Outdoor lighting ordinance. What key components should it contain? Refer to the IDA’s “Simple Guidelines for Lighting Regulations.” ______________________________
____Total Points out of a maximum of 100.
Remember, there must be a total of 75 points or more from this section.
Completion ____Total of both sections: I. Personal Enlightenment and Education and II. Public Enlightenment
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Submitting for Certification
Total your points. Once you reach at least 75 points from each section for a combined total of 150 points or
more, you may submit all your completed project materials to the Observing Program Coordinator.
Please include your name as you wish it to read on your certificate of completion. Also include the name of
your astronomy club and indicate if you are a Member at Large, Patron, or Lifetime member. Be sure to include
your mailing address, email address, and phone number.
Make sure all the appropriate designations, labels, dates, times, observing conditions, and all the required information are included. Please indicate where the certificate and pin should be sent after the submitted material
is approved. Submitted materials will not be returned. You should send COPIES instead of the original documents.

Dark Sky Advocate Award Coordinator:
John Goss
goss.john@gmail.com
932 Lee Lane
Fincastle, VA 24090
Upon verification of your submission and of your active membership in the Astronomical League, your recognition (certificate, pin, etc.) will be sent to you or to the awards coordinator for your society, as you specified. Your name will also appear in an upcoming issue of the Reflector magazine and in the Astronomical
League’s on-line database. Congratulations. Good luck with your next observing challenge.
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Notes:
1

Resources:

2 Various IDA handouts: provide a suggested list of pertinent IDA material. http://www.darksky.org #26: Economic issues in wasted and inefficient outdoor lighting #51: Lighting and Crime #182: Artificial Lighting and
Wildlife — A Moth to a Flame #187: Lighting and Wildlife: 101 Introduction Simple Guidelines for Lighting
Regulations
1. “Earth at Night” posters; City light overlay on Google Earth

2. Books on why the dark hours are important: The Ecological Consequences of Artificial Night Lighting
3. Urban observing book: “City Astronomy,” Scagell, Robin, Sky Publishing, 1994.
Astronomical League Urban Club: http://www.astroleague.org/al/obsclubs/urban/urban.html

1. Explanation of Dillon's Rule “Dillon’s Rule and the Birth of Home Rule,” by Diane Lang, Assistant Information Services Director Reprinted from The Municipal Reporter, December, 1991

2. IDA slide sets.

e

3. IDA postcard template to Planning and Zoning Commissioners.
SELENE (Sensible and Efficient Lighting to Enhance the Nighttime Environment): http://www.seleneny.org/ How Glare Reduces Safety 10. General overview article: Owen, David, “The Dark Side,” The New Yorker, August 20, 2007.

Links:
You may download supplemental information by clicking this link.
Find your Observing Program Award.
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Date

Brightness

Start

06 Nov

(mag)
-1.7

Time
07:19:12

Alt.
10°

07 Nov

-1.1

05:32:26

08 Nov

-3.6

09 Nov

Highest point

End

Pass type

Data Source: Heavens Above

Az.
NNW

Time
07:21:55

Alt.
22°

Az.
NE

Time
07:24:37

Alt.
10°

Az.
E

visible

10°

N

05:34:23

14°

NNE

05:36:20

10°

ENE

visible

06:20:44

10°

NW

06:24:05

72°

NE

06:27:26

10°

SE

visible

-2.5

05:34:57

21°

NNW

05:36:40

37°

NE

05:39:49

10°

ESE

visible

10 Nov

-1.3

04:49:55

21°

ENE

04:49:55

21°

ENE

04:51:54

10°

E

visible

10 Nov

-2.6

06:23:03

10°

WNW

06:25:57

27°

SW

06:28:51

10°

S

visible

11 Nov

-3.6

05:37:58

44°

W

05:38:38

55°

SW

05:41:55

10°

SSE

visible

12 Nov

-1.6

04:53:05

25°

SE

04:53:05

25°

SE

04:54:35

10°

SE

visible

13 Nov

-1.5

05:41:16

13°

SW

05:41:16

13°

SW

05:42:17

10°

SSW

visible

15 Nov

-2.4

19:05:48

10°

SSW

19:07:51

29°

S

19:07:51

29°

S

visible

16 Nov

-2.2

18:19:00

10°

S

18:21:38

21°

SE

18:22:51

17°

E

visible

16 Nov

-0.4

19:55:20

10°

W

19:55:51

13°

W

19:55:51

13°

W

visible

17 Nov

-3.1

19:07:29

10°

WSW

19:10:45

50°

NW

19:10:46

50°

NW

visible

18 Nov

-3.8

18:19:54

10°

SW

18:23:16

83°

SE

18:25:34

19°

NE

visible

19 Nov

-1.5

19:10:23

10°

WNW

19:12:45

18°

NNW

19:13:15

17°

NNW

visible

20 Nov

-2.0

18:22:09

10°

W

18:25:06

28°

NW

18:27:52

11°

NNE

visible

22 Nov

-1.0

18:25:54

10°

NW

18:27:11

12°

NNW

18:28:28

10°

N

visible

NOTE: NO bright ISS passes visible in the DFW area, for dates not listed.
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November Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for November 15, 2021 @ 2400 Local Time
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FWAS Club
Fundraiser

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide
selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile at
smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the charitable organizations
selected by customers.
To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select
Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your
charity upon log-in. For more information visit org.amazon.com. The site will remember
your charity automatically when you visit
AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already an
Amazon.com user, you can use the same account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. You
must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time you
shop in order for your purchases to count towards a donation to your charitable organization. If you do not have an Amazon account,
signing up is free!
http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published
monthly. Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve taken, personal equipment reviews, or just about anything you would like to have
included in the newsletter that is astronomy related
should be sent to:
glutch@gmail.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the
month at the UNT Health Science Center – Research
& Education Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie
Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors are always welcome.(Currently we are meeting virtually due to
Covid-19)
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for FWAS to attend an event, should be sent
to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Membership
FWAS Membership can be made in-person at a
monthly meeting or monthly star party at Tandy Hills
Natural Area. To review membership dues and link
for the on-line membership, visit
FWAS website (http://www.fortworthastro.com/
membership.html), scroll down to the Membership /
Come Join Us box and use the link to FWAS Facebook Page.

That’s a Fact!

The Sun accounts for
99.86% of the mass in our
solar system with a mass
of around 330,000 times
that of Earth.
Source

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

No ve mbe r

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate
(McDonald Observatory) magazines are available for
discounted subscription rates through our association with the NASA Night Sky Network and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The link can be found
on the club’s FWAS e-Group . (Members Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in the Astronomical League. This gives you
access to earn various observing certificates through
the AL observing clubs. You also receive their quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://
tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg
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“Full Beaver Moon ”

Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac

This was the time when beavers finished preparations for winter and retreated into their lodges.
In the 1760s, Captain Jonathan Carver heard this
Native American term during his travels.
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